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What are architectural finishes or vinyl wraps?

By using patterned and textured vinyl you can change the look and feel of many surfaces to create a completely new
design or theme. With over 1500 patterns, textures and e�ects available architectural �nishes are an ideal, cost-
e�ective solution for any business.

Vinyl wrapping is becoming more and more popular, certain sectors such as professional service and hospitality and
leisure are increasingly seeing it as a versatile option for a refurb project.

Can furniture be vinyl wrapped?

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO INTERIOR
VINYL WRAPPING

Ever looked at your interior space and thought it needed a refresh but were worried about the time and cost
implications? Vinyl wrapping could be just what you are looking for and is o�en referred to as architectural �nishes in

the signage industry.

This form of modi�cation allows you to resurface instead of replace furniture within your business. Vinyl can be
applied or wrapped to a range of surfaces from desks, doors and feature walls to countertops, washrooms and

windows.

Vinyl wrapping is a more cost-e�ective and environmentally friendly option when considering refurbishing rather than
replacing. In today’s throw-away society we are becoming increasingly aware of our impact on the world and how we

can reduce waste and costs.
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Yes, vinyl can be applied to a range of materials and therefore lots of types of furniture. For o�ce environments desks
are popular to wrap along with doors and cupboards. Vinyl wraps are also popular in the hospitality sector with hotels
wrapping lobbies and bedroom furniture to create a fresh look.

Alongside wrapping furniture, you can also apply vinyl to walls, either as wallpaper or graphics with designs, wording
or logos. The options don’t stop there as we can also apply vinyl to glassed areas, both internally and externally.
Whether you’re looking to use window �lm to create a decorative element or increase privacy and ensure health &
safety compliance we can work with you to create the ideal solution.

Recycle – Refresh existing surfaces instead of replacing them.

Reuse - Upcycling your interiors not only reduces costs but also unnecessary waste that may end up in a land�ll.

Customise – Create bespoke interiors with a big range of textures and �nishes.

Business as usual – With minimal installation disruption your business can stay open during a refurbishment.

Save – Vinyl wraps have been shown to be a cost-e�ective solution to achieve the same look as more costly materials.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF VINYL
WRAPPING?

If you are looking to create a feature wall, refresh your desks, upgrade your counters or brighten your washrooms, we
can work with you to create a new look for your areas.
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Sustain - Architectural �lms are a durable application that can outperform other solutions and are even UV resistant so they continue
to look great over time.

WHAT TYPES OF VINYL WRAPS ARE THERE?

With a huge range of architectural �lms available, there are so many choices to create your desired look and feel.

Wood

Wood �nishes are particularly on-trend with hundreds of options from oak to teak and ash to walnut. Vinyl �lms are textured, with both horizontal
and vertical grain patterns available to best suit your �xtures and �ttings.

Stone

Create an incredibly stylish space with stone �nishes. From countertops to feature walls these high-end �nishes are the epitome of style at a
fraction of the cost of the real deal.

Marble �nishes in particular are an ideal way of promoting luxury and come in a vast array of colours and grain patterns. If you are a�er a more
industrial look, our textured concrete or brick �nishes are just what you are looking for.
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Textile

Di�erent textures and textile �nishes can introduce a whole di�erent dimension to your internal spaces. For an innovative way of customising your
interiors, there are a range of textile coverings that create di�erent personalities for each room.

Leather or woven fabrics add another layer of warmth, while linen brings a cosy element.

Metallic

Our metallic �nishes are particularly popular as they breathe new life into existing signage or create real feature elements for your branding. Eye-
catching and certainly on-trend, you can wrap practically anything in your chosen alloy.

Our metallic �nishes are extremely durable, meaning less upkeep. From copper to brushed steel, rust to chrome, transform your bar, reception or
showroom.

And much more…

Of course, this is only a spotlight on some of the most popular products, there are plenty more choices if you’re looking to push the boundaries…

For example, coloured �nishes are a fantastic way of adding another dimension to your interiors with trendy pops of colour, high gloss surfaces or
sophisticated matte coverings.

If you are looking to take things to the next level, why not also consider our impactful glitter or striking carbon �bre �nishes.
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